PRIMPS 11

All medical physics groups within the QLD ACPSEM branch are invited to attend and present. Please distribute this flyer to colleagues who may not be ACPSEM members, they are welcome to attend.

What
An informal ACPSEM event for Queensland Medical Physicists to present to their peers work in new developments, service enhancement projects and research. Ideally there would be a presentation from each centre, updating the state on work performed there. Each centre will be provided with a maximum 15 minute timeslot to use as they choose for one or several presentations. The presentations are flexible in format and scope: from practice conference presentations, to Physics in-services, and right down to “I’m having trouble with such and such, anybody got any advice?”

Why
To promote discussion, knowledge sharing and professional relationships amongst the QLD Medical Physics community. To disseminate ideas on clinical work that may be of a clinical benefit to other departments in QLD.

Where
Queensland University of Technology, Gardens Point Campus

When
Friday 7th June 4:00pm start
Refreshments to be provided following the conclusion of presentations

How
Please e-mail branch secretary Rebecca Moylan (Rebecca.Moylan@premion.com.au) indicating whether you will attend and/or present on behalf of your department.
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